VIENNA INTERNATIONAL APARTMENT
Linke Wienzeile 4/1/Apt.7, A-1060 Vienna

Press Release

COME IN
Niamh McCann (GB/Ireland) - Laura Cull (GB) - Ursula Mayer (Austria)
Elena Nemkova (Russia) - Anna Nyberg (Sweden) - Joanna Rille (Austria)
Curator: Sílvio Salgado
Private View: Wednesday 7 May 2003, 19:00-21:00 (the artists are present)
8 May - 4 June 2003, Tuesday - Thursday 12:00 - 18:00 or by appointment Tel. 0699/11447377
Catalogue available (ISBN 952-91-5810-6)
Orbital Sculpture® Performance by Elena Nemkova, 7 May 19:00 - 21:00

COME IN is part of a series of art events held twice a year, spring and autumn, at the VIENNA
INTERNATIONAL APARTMENT on Linke Wienzeile 4/1/7. The space is a private apartment located in
a building which houses both commercial and living spaces.
VIENNA INTERNATIONAL APARTMENT provides a new platform for the arts within the Viennese art
scene, bringing together artist from different cultures and backgrounds. As an "independent space"
it addresses issues concerning limits and boundaries within and without public and private spaces.
The choice of the exhibition space as such addresses the private-public concept by redefining the
private nature of the habitat making it public: In the contemporary reality, spaces have lost their
specificity and gained multiple simultaneous meanings; sometimes the various uses of spaces may
even be contradictory.
COME IN brings together six artists from Austria, Great Britain, Ireland, Russia and Sweden. The
media explored by the artists include drawing, painting, photography, installation, object, video and
performance. For more information on each artist, please visit the Web site www.viennainternational-apartment.net. The exhibition is curated by the Portuguese artist Silvio Salgado.

For further information, please contact: Silvio Salgado, Tel. 0699/11447377,
silvio.salgado@vienna-international-apartment.net
Travel: U1/U2/U4 to Karlsplatz (building located between Secession and Theater an der Wien, in
front of the Naschmarkt)
Supported by: IASPIS (International Artists' Studio in Sweden), Kultur Kontakt Austria, British Council,
Finnish Embassy in Vienna and FuocoDesign/Madrid

